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BREAKDOWN, AN ONLINE SHOW
FOCUSED ON FRAGMENTATION AND
REBUILDING CURATED BY ANDREA

BURGAY.

WE INTERVIEWED ANDREA BURGAY TO SPEAK ABOUT HER LATEST PROJECT, THE BREAKDOWN EXHIBITION AT DISTANCE GALLERY. ART IN TIMES OF CRISIS, THE PLACE
OF ART IN THE “NEW NORMAL” AND HOW WE NEED TO BREAKDOWN BEFORE MAKING SOMETHING NEW ARE SOME OF THE TOPICS WE DISCUSSED WITH HER. ALSO, WE
ASKED HER TO INTERVIEW CHINA MARKS, ONE OF THE ARTISTS THAT SHE LINED UP FOR THE EXHIBITION, WHOSE WORK WITH FABRIC ARE SOME OF OUR FAVORITES
PIECES FROM THE SHOW.

TWS –Can you tell us about your latest curatorial project, the Breakdown exhibition?

AB –Breakdown is a virtual exhibition of artwork made through processes of fragmentation and rebuilding. The show is on view at Distance
Gallery, an online exhibition space founded by artist and professor Joshua Field. He launched Distance Gallery after the coronavirus pandemic shut
down all physical museums and gallery spaces here in the US. I was thrilled when Joshua invited me to curate a collage exhibition. The ideas that
formulated this show had been on my mind for some time. 

The term “breakdown” has a very negative connotation—someone or something is falling apart completely. It’s something we don’t generally want—
we want to maintain productivity and progress. But a breakdown also offers a potential previously unavailable, a potential to examine the parts of
something and put them back together in a new framework. 

In the exhibition, Breakdown refers to the desire to deconstruct something to understand it more clearly. The artists in Breakdown physically
destroy, deconstruct and disassemble. They break down books, images, raw materials and their own artwork. Resurrecting the fragments that
remain, they create new narratives. Reassembled, the broken pieces reveal new meaning and visions, showing us new paths and ways to rebuild.

Helen O’Leary, Home is a foreign country, 2017, Egg tempera and linen on constructed wood, 22″ X 17″ x 6″. 
Courtesy of the artist.

Helen O’Leary, From the series: The problem with adjectives, 2014-16, Egg tempera, linen on constructed wood, 13″ x 16″. Courtesy of the artist.

TWS –All the artists selected for the show deal with fragmentation and reconstruction on different levels. What did you have in mind when
choosing the artists?

AB –Breaking down images to make them into something new is inherent to collage work, often embodied in the overused phrase “cut-and-paste.” I
wanted to explore how these methods of deconstruction and rebuilding expand throughout many types of media. I wanted to investigate how
these methods differ and converge and what they express.

The artists in the exhibition take apart and recon\gure a wide range of materials resulting in works that range from two-dimensional collage to
sculpture and installation. I’ve long admired the work of Todd Bartel, Adam Brierley, Judy Hoffman, John Hundt, China Marks, Max-o-matic and
Helen O’Leary, and I was very excited to bring their work together under the umbrella of Breakdown.

Though taking vastly different forms, many of the artists in the exhibition use techniques to deconstruct familiar imagery and disrupt or readdress
its meaning within new contexts.

China Marks uses fabric scraps to create characters and worlds that subvert the familiar and re_ect the absurdity of our own world back at us.
John Hundt uses paper elements to build landscapes that subtly embody social issues and historical events. 

Todd Bartel deconstructs the history of landscape painting, creating “landviews” that encourage us to reimagine our relationship with land and how
we interact with it. And Max, your works, from the Velazquez Hacked series, juxtapose and interject contemporary images and historical paintings.

In other works, the concept of breakdown references the transitory nature of existence, loss and reconstruction of stories and memoir and the
organization of chaos.  

Judy Hoffmann’s ceramic works are made through building, then breaking down her own work, referring to cycles of creation and destruction.
Helen O’Leary’s sculptural paintings are an archeology of delicate fragments constituting memoirs of her life growing up in Ireland and relocating to
the United States. And Adam Brierley’s energetic large-scale works on paper combine vintage imagery with hand-made marks simultaneously
referencing destruction and nostalgia. 

Adam Brierley, Everything I Know, 2020, Layers of vintage paper scrap, found antique postcards, oil pastel, acrylic paint, marker, pencil, stickers, 18” x 24”. Courtesy of the
artist.

TWS –The title of the show is Breakdown. How much is this a political title and how does it Et in the context of the pandemic and the social
crisis that America is going through right now?

AB –The idea for the show was conceived before COVID-19 hit and before the murder of George Floyd ignited this new phase in the \ght for racial
justice. So, these events weren’t what I was channeling with Breakdown, but it’s hard not to see connections.

Initially, I was curious to understand the artistic implications of the “breakdown” process, the desire to disassemble and deconstruct. I wondered
about the underlying psychology of the artists who work this way, including me. Are we trying to rebuild ourselves as whole beings after trauma?
Are we trying to understand our experiences, or the world around us?

But just as individuals need to rebuild after trauma, societies and groups of people need to follow a similar path. The United States has reached a
breakdown. And once any structure breaks down, the inner workings are laid bare. The COVID crisis here has exposed many things—the lack of
foresight and care for people by our government, the fragility of our democracy and the systemic racism that has been part of the country since its
inception. 

But this state of “breakdown” is, again, where potential lies. We have to acknowledge all of the things that are now made clear, all of the ways that
systems are unjust and nonfunctional. We have to dismantle and pull apart what is harmful and build anew. 

Todd Bartel, Real Landscape No. 3 (View from the Mouth of the Cave), 2008, 2018, Burnished puzzle-piece collage, watercolor, auction house catalog page cuttings,
document repair tape, 10” x 7”. Courtesy of the artist.

TWS –What is the place of art in the context of such relevant social events?

AB –That’s a big question. I think that artists should speak to and support truth and justice in whatever way they can. As the creators of our cultural
voice and imagination, it is artists’ role to reveal that which may be hard to visualize and show new possibilities and ways of thinking.

I am thinking about the illustrations of the victims of police violence that honored these people and connected us to their lives. I am also thinking
about all the artists whose work directly address racial injustice—autobiographic, documentary or exploring systems of oppression in different
forms. Many artists have used their skill to design visuals that communicate information, used their work to fundraise and devoted themselves
completely to protests during this time. I think the role of the artist is the same as the role of the human—use what you have and do what you can
to make a difference.

John Hundt, Oasis In Tunisia, 2019, Collage, colored pencil, 14” x 17”. Courtesy of the artist.

TWS –Breakdown is an online exhibition hosted on Distance Gallery. How do you envision art in this upcoming “new normal”? 

AB –I think that virtual exhibitions will be the new landscape for viewing, at least for the time being. It’s been a thrill to work with the Distance
Gallery. But I would also love to have a physical exhibition of this work. Detail, texture and scale don’t fully translate to screens. The essence of the
work persists, but the visceral experience is lessened.

Digital shows can reach much larger audiences and are easier to organize. The reliance on this format until there’s a COVID vaccine may signal a
shift towards more work that is suited to a digital platform—perhaps work that is technologically based.

But I think, as is really already the case, that this will make us yearn for the tactile, an experience with something we can be present with and relate
to in real space. I miss the experience of looking at art that entirely encompasses my attention, without the pull of texts and emails in the
background. I miss the physical world.

Judy Hoffman, Toxic Landscape, 2014, Ceramic, glaze, oxides, 7″ x 13.5″ x 11.5”. Courtesy of the artist

Judy Hoffman, Gowanatopia, 2009, Site speci\c installation at Central Booking, Brooklyn, NY, Scavenged metal/plastic, broccoli stubble, grapevine, sugar cane and other
natural debris, 10′ x 7’5″ x 7’8”. Courtesy of the artist.

Max-o-matic, Velazquez Hacked (9), 2020, Paper collage, 8” x 10.3”. Courtesy of the artist.

The exhibition:
Breakdown is on view at Distance Gallery from June 15 – July 15
An accompanying exhibition catalog will soon be available. Contact Andrea to get more information about it.

BREAKDOWN ARTIST FEATURE: 
ANDREA BURGAY INTERVIEWS 

ARTIST CHINA MARKS

AB –What are you “breaking down” in these complex Eber-based drawings?

CM –My drawings are derived from bits and chunks of imagery from a wide range of patterned fabrics, found printed clothing, needlepoint, various
kinds of trim, etc., as well as scraps left over from previous drawings and old silkscreens of mine from the early 90’s, printed on fabric. I have many
boxes of scraps, as well as fabric bought on trips or given to me. I also have both sewn and printed text, some of it left over from previous projects.
So, in effect, I construct my drawings from what has already been broken down and made profoundly incoherent. 

China Marks scraps

AB –In the premise for the Breakdown exhibition, I state that artists break things down in order to transform and rebuild. What does this
process of transformation express in your work?

CM –Well, yes of course, my drawings are transformative, I mean, why make something that already exists? 

First of all, my drawings are narratives. I use a great variety of found imagery to create narratives that re_ect our present circumstances and how
we negotiate issues of power and transcendence. At the same time, my drawings are artifacts of process, objects as well as images. 

Meanwhile, the essential nature of my time-based artmaking requires me to relinquish control and to remain open to chance. This generates a
wide range of imagery and formal solutions that I would otherwise not have access to. 

I make these drawings because it is the most interesting thing I have ever done and I can hardly wait to see what happens next.  

There’s something about this medium, by which I mean using an industrial sewing machine to draw with thread into fabric, and since 2013, also
using a computerized embroidery machine and CAD software—that suits me very well, perhaps because it is such a makeshift, hybrid art form,
employing materials and machines meant for the manufacture and ornamentation of clothing, along with hand tools like pliers and screw drivers,
not customarily used for drawing. 

This medium has such richness that it will take the rest of my life to unpack its possibilities. Though it is very hard work, with thousands of knots to
be tied and interminable doing, undoing, and re-doing until I get it right, 
I have given myself over it, becoming in effect as much an instrument of the process as any of my machines. 

China Marks, A Junkyard in the Jungle, 2019, Fabric, thread, colored stones, lace, tin ex voto, fusible adhesive, 41.5” x 53”. Courtesy of Owen James Gallery.

China Marks, Coming Up Roses, 2019, Fabric, thread, lace, screen-printing ink, Jade glue, colored stones, fusible adhesive on a contemporary tapestry copy of John
William Waterhouse’s painting, The Soul of the Rose, 36” x 27”. 

Courtesy of Owen James Gallery.

AB– Many of your recent works are made on contemporary tapestry copies of historical art works. How do you interact with the history of
these objects, now removed and translated multiple times from their original form?

CM –Since the fall of 2014, in addition to one of a kind books and miscellaneous other drawings, I have been working on a series of drawings on
contemporary tapestry copies of 14 -21  century paintings, variously collaging and sewing into them, subverting both imagery and narrative, and
writing dialogue and commentary which I embroider out and sew down. I call the \nished drawings “altered paintings,” which does not make clear
how much was already done to them before I ever laid a hand on them: how badly copied, cropped, edited they were, how coarsely re-decorated,
and \nally woven pixelated on digital looms using modern yarns. In effect, just like the rest of our history, they had been massively and repeatedly
interfered with. In fact, that is why I like working with them. 

AB –In your work, disparate components merge to form disjointed characters that move, speak and interact. Where do these characters come
from? How do they evolve?

CM –As noted above, I am not in charge. But I believe that my drawings tell stories that re_ect the world we live in.

China Marks, Ghost Rider, 2019, Fabric, thread, screen-printing ink, fusible adhesive on a contemporary tapestry copy of a Jack Sorenson painting, A Sound in the Timber.
32.5” x 35”. Courtesy of Owen James Gallery.
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China Marks, Starting Over, 2019, Fabric, thread, screen-printing ink, lace, fusible adhesive, 26.75” x 26.25”. 
Courtesy of Owen James Gallery.

AB –These characters inhabit alternate universes created from metamorphosed scraps and bits of our present world. How do these alternate
universes connect to where we are?

CM –What you consider an alternate universe is our own world, seen at a slant, a cruel but fascinating place.

In effect I use broken-down bits of imagery to construct strange but compelling narratives instead of the usual stories of who we are and what we
do and why it matters, which is always the same thing—buy something, watch something, eat something, \nd God, and so forth.

China Marks, Girl on a Flowered Horse, 2019, Fabric, thread, screen-printing ink, buttons, fusible adhesive on a detail of a contemporary tapestry copy of John
Collier’s Lady Godiva, 27.5” x 19”. Courtesy of Owen James Gallery.

China Marks, Men and Their Ways, 2018, Fabric, thread, buttons, plastic auto part, coated wire, Jade glue, fusible adhesive on a contemporary tapestry copy of a 16th
century image of two knights jousting, 36” x 53.5”. Courtesy of Owen James Gallery.

China Marks, Poor Puff!, 2020, Fabric, thread, screen-printing ink, fusible adhesive, 19” x 7.75”. 
Courtesy of Owen James Gallery.

China Marks, Tomorrow the World, 2017, Fabric, thread, screen-printing ink, brass trim, lace, plastic ring, cast plastic demon’s head’ coated wire, Jade glue, fusible
adhesive, on a contemporary tapestry copy of a Cezanne still-life of a basket on a table and also integrating part of a tapestry copy of Gaudi’s La Familia, 33.5” x

35”. Courtesy of Owen James Gallery.

Find more about Andrea Burgay and China Marks.
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Max-o-matic 

Artist, image maker and head of The Weird Show. He lives and works in Barcelona creating imaginary worlds from
torn pieces of the real one. His work has been exhibited in galleries in Barcelona, London, Madrid, New York,
Tokyo, Berlin, Rotterdam, Antwerp, Rome, Lima or México DF, to name just some. He has worked with brands
such as Nike, Wired Magazine, Spotify, Newsweek, New York Times, Electronic Arts or Universal Pictures making
his signature collage work for commercial and editorial projects.
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The Weird Show (TWS) is an art platform
dedicated to the showcase and
exploration of contemporary collage
through exhibitions, online / orine
publishing and workshops & sessions.

 

Instagram / Twitter / FB

 

Since 2011 TWS has curated and
produced collage exhibitions in galleries
and museums in Europe (Barcelona,
Berlin, Madrid, Rotterdam, Trondheim,
Valladolid) and America (New York,
Montreal, Lima, Quito, San José de Costa
Rica) and ran workshops and collage
sessions in many of these cities.

The Weird Show is
proudly sponsored by Promsite
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